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For those patients who felt that the generic version was inferior and less effective, this study validated their concerns.
Mayo Clinic Marketplace Check out these best-sellers and special offers on books and newsletters from Mayo Clinic.
Still others are vehement that some generics are not the same as the brand name and are less effective and carry more
potential risks for side effects. Have you had any adverse experiences in switching from a name brand version of your
antidepressant to the generic? It may have been cheaper but for many people, taking this generic version discovered that
their depression symptoms returned. Since we were discussing Wellbutrin I called my local pharmacy to see about the
price difference in price between generic and brand name. In the case of antidepressants- nortriptyline and bupriopion
Wellbutrin may be more vulnerable to dosage variations. So yes there is a huge monetary difference there. Merely Me ,
Community Member. This content does not have an Arabic version. Description and Brand Names Drug information
provided by: According to Self magazine , these inspections are not happening with the frequency that they should and
drug recalls are the result. This clearly is a controversial topic which is not going away any time soon. This content does
not have an English version.Feb 11, - In the past I have taken both brand name and generic Wellbutrin XL and noticed a
significant difference. I've tried to switch from brand name to generic twice in the last couple of years, and both times
came to the realization that the generic Wellbutrin/ Bupropion XL is nothing like brand name. But recently Wellbutrin Which generic brand hs been noted as the. Jul 17, - We had hoped that problems with generic Wellbutrin (bupropion)
were behind us. That may no longer be the case. The brand name price is astronomical! WELLBUTRIN (bupropion
hydrochloride) Film-Coated Tablets. WARNING. SUICIDAL THOUGHTS AND BEHAVIORS. SUICIDALITY AND
ANTIDEPRESSANT DRUGS. Antidepressants increased the risk of suicidal thoughts and behavior in children,
adolescents, and young adults in short-term trials. These trials did not. Oct 18, - The problem here is bupropion (brand
name Wellbutrin), the well-known antidepressant. A generic version of it came on the market in , and it went through
the usual FDA review. For generic drugs, the big question is bioequivalence: do they deliver the same ingredient in the
same way as the originally. Information about drug Bupropion includes cost of the drug and the type of drug - tablet,
capsule, syrup, cream, gel, ointment, liquid or injection. To view the price of the drug, click on the brand name. The
generic Bupropion is manufactured by 9 companies. Medindia's drug directory has currently 13 Brands of Bupropion.
Oct 3, - Patients can have confidence that these generics will have the same clinical effect and safety as the brand name
drug. Based on data submitted by Watson, FDA has determined that that company's generic bupropion HCl ER mg
tablet product is not therapeutically equivalent to Wellbutrin XL mg. Sep 24, - "I thought that generic drugs are the exact
same thing as the name brand drug," Lynn said. But after taking Budeprion XL , a generic form of brand-name
Wellbutrin XL, Lynn, who is from New York, said she noticed over time that the drug wasn't helping. "I would have a
lot of energy, but by middle of the. My doctor will not prescribe generic Wellbutrin XL but my insurance will no longer
pay for brand name drugs. I will have to pay about $ per yer for what I am taking now (3 of the mg Wellbutrin XL brand
name per day). I am reading that the problem with the generics is the time release mechanis. Dec 10, - I am glad you
raised this question. Bupropion is the generic or chemical name of the drug and Budeprion and Wellbutrin are brand
names. Drugs can have. Mar 26, - Other times, like with Wellbutrin noted above and some mood stabilizers like
Depakote and Lamictal, there seems to be a qualitative difference as well, for some people. In these cases I ask for brand
name. If your insurance (or the pharmacist) tells you "it's not covered" even after your doctor has checked.
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